
105        zero / nought / nil / oh / love 
 
 
zero: number 0 is zero; the temperature is minus ten degrees below zero (–10°C);  

         above / below zero; the zero hour; 
 
nought: 0.5 is nought point five; 2.03 is two point nought three; to come to nought; 

nil: in football scores: The United won six nil (0-6); … of nil importance; 

oh: in phone numbers: 7043020 is seven oh four three oh two oh; in room numbers: 

      703 is seven oh three; in bus / tram numbers: 602 is six oh two; in years: 1503 is  

      fifteen oh three; in decimal points: 6.07 is six point oh seven; 

love: in tennis: … the score is fifteen love (15-0);  

 

Complete the following sentences with ‘zero’, ‘nought’, ‘nil’, ‘oh’ or ‘love’. 

 
  1. Neither team scored a goal. The final result was a draw 0-0: …………..…..,  

      …………..….. .    

  2. ‘What’s your new phone number, Vicky?’  ‘It’s 503 707 002 - five …………..…..  

      three seven …………..….. seven double …………..….. two.’   

  3. If the temperature falls below …………..….. at night, our crops may be destroyed.  

  4. ‘What’s 0.03 …………..….. point …………..….. three times 0.40 …………..…..  

      point four …………..….. ?’ ‘It’s 0.012 - …………..….. point …………..….. one two.’ 

  5. ‘Shall we do anything about the e-mail message?’   ‘Frankly speaking, it’s a  

      matter of …………..….. importance to me.’   

  6. All our plans came to …………..….. when it turned out our sponsors had backed  

      out.   

  7. The commandos lay speechless hidden in the bushes waiting for the  

      …………..….. hour to come.   

  8. I predict the score of Manchester United against Arsenal will be 2-0 - two  

      …………..….. .  

  9. This is the key to your room, madam. It’s number 203 - two …………..….. three.   

10. Our hopes of winning the match shrank to …………..….. when our team lost the  

      fifth goal.  



11. ‘Who is leading in the Wimbledon final?’  ‘It’s 30-0 - thirty …………..….. to Williams  

      and this is the best tennis game I have ever seen.’   

12. The difference isn‘t that big. Just 0.02 - …………..….. point …………..….. two.  

13. How many …………..….. is one billion written with?   

14. Can you play …………..….. and crosses? It’s a very simple game. I’ll teach you.  

15. The situation is bad. Our business activities have brought …………..….. income  

      this year.   

16. Astronauts are trained to be able to function in …………..….. gravity.   

17. With another, even greater flood wave all our efforts at building protective dams  

      came to …………..….. .   

18. Soon, temperatures will rise above …………..….. and the thick blankets of snow  

     will melt.   

19. ‘Excuse me. Do you happen to know which bus goes to the city centre?’   

      ‘I do. Number 102 - one …………..….. two - does.’   

20. As there was …………..….. interest in the modern art exhibition, it was cancelled  

     after only two days.   

 
 

 


